
Loov. hybrid



Timber frame and poly 

blades. Loov. hybrid is 

the perfect blend. 

Premium quality plantation shutters.  
Made simple. You want shutters.  
The plantation kind. We sell plantation 
shutters. Good plantation shutters. We 
make them to spec and make sure they  
look great. We have style. We make them  
in all sorts of colours, shapes, and finishes. 
We’re pretty flexible. Then you see the look 
of Loov! They’re yours. For life. To Loov.  
the sun out, Loov. the breeze in, Loov. the 
neighbours out, Loov. the heat in. Loov.  
Just premium quality plantation shutters. 
Made simple. Made for Australian homes. 
Made for life. Made to Loov.



Why you’ll Loov. hybrid

It’s a good combination. The hybrid is the perfect mix of natural and 

synthetic materials, made with solid timber frames and poly blades. If 

you’re looking for the romance of timber, and the exacting benefits of 

poly, you’ll Loov. our hybrid product.

It’s made with the finest materials. Loov. hybrid is made from 100% 

Premium engineered Basswood and our own unique non-toxic, 100% 

recyclable Polymer that’s gentler on Mother Nature.

It has the benefits of timber. Loov. hybrid shutters provide most of the 

features, feel, and versatility of timber so you can get the shape, size or 

colour that’s right for your home.

It keeps your shutters looking neat and tidy. Being man-made, 

our poly blades are resistant to humidity and moisture and are less 

susceptible to warping out of shape.

About Loov. hybrid

Specifically for use indoors.

The highest quality paint in the business, available in 14 

different colours, our paint is also water-based, odour-

free, UV resistant, non-toxic, and environmentally friendly.

Made from 100% Premium engineered Basswood and our 

innovative, superior-quality, 100% recyclable Polymer.

Our warranty means your paint is covered for 5 years, 

and the structure of your shutters is covered for 10 years.




